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Digital Fabric Design Basics

Rachel Sipper

Where to Start...

There are infinite possibilities for finding a basis for your 
design!  Here are a few ideas to get you started:

• Drawing/Painting
• Found objects
• Photography
• Traditional fabric printing or dyeing techniques
• Purely digital creation
• Royalty-free imagery (Dover books are great)

Any of these that are not already digital can be put into 
the computer either by scanning or photographing.  For 
flat artwork, scanning is best as it eliminates problems 
with perspective and lighting that photography might 
present.  But if you have a three dimensional or oversized 
object, such as a large piece of hand-dyed fabric you’d like 
to have printed in repeat, photography is your best option.

Color!

Color can be intimidating or inspiring... 
or both!  So how do you narrow down the 
options?

• Try starting with the end product in 
mind.  Do you have something you’re 
trying to coordinate with?
• Grab inspiration from anywhere- 
fabric shops, clothing, magazines, your 
environment (always carry a camera!), or 
the internet.  Pinterest is great for creating  
color inspiration boards.
• Play with color!  Use your imaging 
program to experiment.
• Try Adobe Kuler.  It’s free and easy to use.
• Use a Spoonflower color chart.  

Computer Terminology Basics for Fiber Artists

DPI: Dots per inch.  Sometimes also PPI (pixels per inch- slightly different).  
 72 dpi- typical screen resolution on a monitor
 150 dpi- acceptable print resolution for paper, good resolution for fabric
 300 dpi- good print resolution for paper or fabric
 600 dpi- usually overkill, except when scanning into the computer when you want to enlarge later

CMYK: Cyan, magenta, yellow, black.  Color space often used in printing, but not great for Spoonflower.  
RGB: Red, green, blue.  Color space more geared to monitor color, but still works best for Spoonflower.
Hex Code: A 6-character code, useful for identifyng a specific color and copying it to your graphics 
program’s swatches palette.

Vector vs. Raster: Raster art is made up of dots.  If you zoom in far enough, you can see them.  Digital 
photos and Photoshop-created files are raster based.  Make sure you have a high enough resolution (see 
DPI) for the size you are planning to print, or it will end up looking jaggedy and/or blurry.  
Vector art is based on shapes made up of filled and/or stroked outlines that are essentially math equations.  
They are infinitely scaleable.  So you can make a 1-inch flower, and blow it up to 3 feet wide with no loss of 
quality.  Illustrator files are vector-based.
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Computer Basics, Continued

File Types: This is the extension you see at the end of your file name.  Some compress your image more than 
others to reduce file size, but sometimes this degrades your image quality (especially jpg and gif).  Common 
raster file types are jpg, gif, png, and psd (Photoshop).  Common vector types are svg, ai (Illustrator), and 
cdr (Corel Draw).  The best file type to use for Spoonflower is png.  But always save an uncompressed copy 
of your original file, too, especially if it’s layered.  This makes it much easier to go back and make changes 
later.

Imaging Programs: The ones I use are in the Adobe Creative Suite: Illustrator and Photoshop.  There 
are others out there, both paid and free.  Two free programs you can download online are Gimp (like 
Photoshop) and InkScape (like Illustrator).  Each free program will have different names for functions 
equivalent to those in their Adobe counterparts; for instance, Illustrator’s Live Trace is called Trace Bitmap 
in Inkscape.  Just do a quick Google search when in doubt.

Resources Online: Google everything!  You can do just about anything if you know what you’re looking 
for and are specific in your search terms.  Youtube has many tutorial videos for computer graphics.  Lynda.
com taught me just about everything I know about Photoshop and Illustrator (for $25 a month- better than 
college tuition!).

Let’s get started!

We’re going to make two designs and upload them to the Spoonflower website.  The 
first will be a found-object print created in Photoshop, and the second will be based on 
sketches; we’ll create that one in Illustrator.  I’ll outline the basic steps for each here, in case 
you need to recall details later to do it yourself.  Before you start, be sure you have already 
chosen your color palette.

Found Object Print (Photoshop)

1. Scan found objects.  Crop each scan in Photoshop to just outside the edges of what you 
want to keep.

2. Choose Filter > Filter Gallery.  Find the Stamp filter located under “Sketch.”  Adjust the 
sliders until you like how it looks.  Hit OK.

3. Select all, then choose Edit > Define Brush Preset.  Give it a name.  Repeat steps 1-3 with 
all your scans until you have a small collection of brushes saved.  In Photoshop, brushes can 
be used to make a stamp if they are clicked with once, instead of being dragged around.

4. Create a new document in the size of the repeat you want.  It should be 150 dpi.  Fill the 
bottom layer with your desired background color.  Have a preset group of colors ready in 
your swatches palette.
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5. Use your new brushes to stamp images onto your pattern.  Do not go over any of the 
document’s edges.  Change the color and size of your brush, and rotate its angle in the 
brush palette to vary your stamps.  Remember, you can always undo if you don’t like how 
one turns out.

6. When you’re happy with the center portion of your pattern, choose Filter > Other > Offset.  
Make sure “preview” and “wrap around” are checked, and use the sliders in the Offset 
command to move your image around until there is a “blank” cross roughly in the middle.  

7. Use your brushes to stamp as before into the blank space until it looks good.  Still avoid the 
edges. 

8. Repeat steps 6-7 as needed to search for and fill in blank spots until it looks complete.  

9. Choose Select > All.  Go to Edit > Define Pattern.  Name your pattern.

10. Save your work as a png file, then close it out.  Create a new document that is at least 
twice the width and height of your first one. 

11. Choose Edit > Fill.  Select “Pattern” then click in the Custom Pattern box and find your 
new pattern at the bottom of the list. 

12. Determine if you like the repeat; make sure there are no obvious seams.  If there are, go 
back and tweak your original file and try again.  There’s no need to save your larger file; 
you’ll be uploading the smaller one to the Spoonflower website for printing.

Sketch-Based Print (Illustrator)

1. Create a handful of sketches and scan them into the computer at 300 dpi.

2. Clean up the scans in Photoshop by adjusting the whites and getting rid of unwanted 
areas. Save them as jpg files, then close out Photoshop.

3. Open Illustrator.  Open a new document, and set the size to 12” x 12”.  Create a rectangle 
shape over your artboard that’s 12” x 12” and fill it with your desired background color (no 
stroke).  Lock the layer so it doesn’t accidentally get moved around later.

4. Choose File > Place.  Find one of your cleaned-up sketches, and select it.  Click “Live 
Trace” in the menu bar, and try the different presets and options until you find a satisfying 
result.  Make sure to click “Preview” so you can see what you’re doing, and “Ignore White” 
to keep the background from becoming a shape of its own.

5. Choose Object > Expand.  Make any adjustments you want to the image, including color.  
When it’s done (and selected), in the Symbols palette, click the “New” icon to make it into a 
symbol.  Now delete it off your document or just move it to the side.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all your sketches have been made into vector symbols.

7. Begin placing, sizing, and rotating your symbols in the center portion of the artboard to 
create a pleasing pattern.
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8. To make your pattern seamless, place a symbol on one edge of the artboard.  Keeping it 
selected, go to Object > Transform > Move.  If it’s on the top or bottom edge, enter “12 in” in 
the Vertical box.  Then click “Copy.”  If it’s on a side, enter the distance in the Horizontal box.

9. Continue placing and adjusting symbols until you are happy with the result.  Don’t forget 
that if you move a symbol on an edge, to also select and move its counterpart on the 
opposite side.

10. Now we need to trim off the excess from the edges.  Create a new rectangle on top of 
all the objects.  Select everything, and click the Crop button in the Pathfinder palette. Select 
everything again, and go to Edit > Define Pattern.  

11. Off to the side, create a large rectangle and fill it with your new pattern, which will now 
be found in the swatches palette.  Make sure there are no seams or jogs in your pattern.  
When you’re done, delete the large rectangle.

12. Save your pattern as an Illustrator file to preserve all your editable work.  Then go to File > 
Export to save a flat png file for uploading to Spoonflower.  Save at 150 dpi.

Uploading to Spoonflower

This is the easy part!  If you don’t already have a Spoonflower.com account, you’ll need to 
set one up.  Once you’re logged in, just do the following:

1. Click “Create” and select “Custom Fabric” from the dropdown.

2. Choose your file and upload it.  This can take a while sometimes.

3. Select the repeat style you want and change the DPI if you need to to make your repeat 
bigger or smaller.  Keep in mind the size of the preview you’re looking at; it’ll be a lot larger 
in real life!  You can change the preview size on the right side of the page and see what a 
whole yard or a small piece looks like.  You’ll want to see a full yard to make sure it repeats 
well.

4. You’re done and ready to purchase a proof of your fabric to make sure the colors are 
what you want them to be.  Monitor color varies greatly from printed color.  For instance, if 
there is red in your design, you may end up needing to adjust so it’s not pinkish or orangey in 
the final product.
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Your Digital Toolbox

Graphics Software

www.adobe.com

(look for education 

discounts if you’re a 

student or teacher!)

www.gimp.org

inkscape.org

Also See:

filterforge.com

www.getpaint.net

wacom.com

Helpful & Inspirational

kuler.adobe.com

pinterest.com

flickr.com/groups/spoonflower

www.etsy.com

printpattern.blogspot.com

Royalty-Free Stock Photography & Textures

www.mayang.com/textures

www.textureking.com

www.sxc.hu

www.morguefile.com

store.doverpublications.com

Learning

Some of these will not be fabric oriented, but will help you learn 
Photoshop, Illustrator, and/or their free counterparts

www.lynda.com

psd.tutsplus.com

photoshop-tutorials.deviantart.com

www.deviantart.com (search for “illustrator tutorial”)

abduzeedo.com/tutorials

Free Photoshop Plug-Ins (ie: free design elements!)

www.brusheezy.com

myphotoshopbrushes.com

www.brushking.eu (also has tutorials)

fbrushes.com

For Gimp plug-ins (brushes, 
patterns, textures, etc) just 
do a Google search for “free 
Gimp brushes”


